
School Year:

Principal:

School:

You will be selecting school goals connected to the 
Superintendent’s priorities in the following areas: 

• Literacy
• Math
• School Selected-Determined by Local School 

Instructions

Indicate which priority your goal is connected to and 
the actions, and evidence needed to meet the intended 
outcome. The reflection stage will be completed after 
measuring success with your intended outcome.



Goal #1: Literacy

Superintendent’s Priority:

Literacy Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #2: Math

Superintendent’s Priority:

Math Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)



Goal #3: School Selected

Superintendent’s Priority:

School Selected Initiative (Goal):

Critical Action: (What actions are necessary and by when?)

Evidence: (How do we monitor progress?)

Outcomes: (How do we measure success?)

Reflection: (What do we do if goal is met or not met?)


	School Name: Sedalia Park
	Principal Full Name: William Dryden
	School Year: 2023-2024
	Goal1_LiteracyInitiativeGoal: By the conclusion of 2023-2024 school year, 60% of approximately 575 students will score at a proficient level or above. We will measure proficiency using QPS and NSGRA assessments.  
	Goal1_CriticalAction: Teachers in grades K-5 participate in professional learning (PL) in phonemic awareness and phonics strategies.1. July - September-Teachers participate in professional learning of phonemic awareness and phonics strategies.2. September – November-Teachers implement strategies with guided support from Academic Coach. Follow up professional learning with any teachers needing additional support.3. December – May-All teachers implement phonemic awareness and phonics strategies with fidelity as identified by walk through data.
	Goal1_Evidence: 1. Walk-through data2. Cobb Collaborative Communities' data summaries of student progress on phonemic awareness assessment. 
	Goal1_Outcomes: 1. 85% of all teachers accurately implement phonemic awareness and phonics strategies with fidelity per walk-through data.     2. At least 50% of students who begin their assessments performing in the beginning and developing stages of phonemic awareness and phonics skills as identified by the Phonological Awareness Screening Test (PAST) and LETRS Phonics and Word-Reading Survey (LETRS Survey), will grow to perform at proficient and above stages by the school-year end.
	Goal1_Reflection: Cobb Collaborative Communities analyze walk-through and student progress data throughout the school year. If needed, they use it to revise and enhance the goal and action steps. At the school year's end, the instructional leadership team completes a needs assessment to reflect on the effectiveness of the action step and determine what changes to make in the future to improve. If a viable action step helped the school meet the goal, the evidence directs whether to continue or reformulate it for the next school year. If the data show the action step had minimal impact, the team will formulate an improved one to move the learning community toward accomplishing the goal.
	Superintendents Priority_Goal1: [3. Use data to make decisions.]
	Goal2_MathInitiativeGoal: We measure progress using the Math Inventory. 

By the conclusion of the 2023-2024 school year, 60% of approximately 575 students will score at a proficient level or above utilizing the Math Inventory. 
	Goal2_CriticalAction: Teachers in grades K-5 participate in professional learning (PL) in Georgia Mathematical Standards (GMS). Teachers use Reflectivity to record, watch, and reflect on their instruction to increase their impact on student learning and engagement.1.  July, September, December, and March-Teachers participate in professional learning of Georgia Mathematical Standards for the upcoming quarter.2. Each quarter- first 3 weeks-Teachers implement strategies with guided support from Academic Coach. Follow up professional learning with any teachers needing additional support.3. Each quarter-last 6 weeks-Teachers record at least one math modeling learning session and collaborate with coach or peer to reflect and plan ways to increase impact on student learning and engagement.
	Goal2_Evidence: 1. Reflectivity Recordings2. Teacher Reflections
	Goal2_Outcomes: 1. At least 85% of teachers complete a quarterly recording of their math instruction and reflection sessions with Academic Coach or peer.
	Goal2_Reflection: Cobb Collaborative Communities analyze teacher and student progress data throughout the school year. If needed, they use it to revise and enhance the goal and action steps. At the school year's end, the instructional leadership team completes a needs assessment to reflect on the effectiveness of the action step and determine what changes to make in the future to improve. If a viable action step helped the school meet the goal, the evidence directs whether to continue or reformulate it for the next school year. If the data show the action step had minimal impact, the team will formulate an improved one to move the learning community toward accomplishing the goal.
	Superintendents Priority_Goal2: [2. Simplify the foundation of teaching and learning to prepare for innovation.]
	Superintendents Priority_Goal3: [3. Use data to make decisions.]
	Goal3_CriticalAction: Teachers in grades K-5 participate in professional learning (PL) in Write Score and Georgia Standards of Excellence (Writing).1. August-Teachers engage in virtual professional learning with Write Score.2. Quarterly-PL and collaboration using Write Score and CTLS resources to plan and implement instruction.                                      3. December-May-All teachers implement Write Score lessons during the quarter with fidelity as identified by walk through data.
	Goal3_Evidence: 1. Agendas2. Lesson Plans3. Walk-through Data
	Goal3_Outcomes: 85% of all teachers accurately implement instruction using Write Score and CTLS writing resources with fidelity per walk through data.
	Goal3_Reflection: Cobb Collaborative Communities analyze walk-through and student progress data throughout the school year. If needed, they use it to revise and enhance the goal and action steps. At the school year's end, the instructional leadership team completes a needs assessment to reflect on the effectiveness of the action step and determine what changes to make in the future to improve. If a viable action step helped the school meet the goal, the evidence directs whether to continue or reformulate it for the next school year. If the data show the action step had minimal impact, the team will formulate an improved one to move the learning community toward accomplishing the goal.
	Goal3_SchoolSelectedInitiativeGoal: By the conclusion of the 2023-2024 school year, 50% of approximately 575 students will write at a proficient level or above as measured by Writescore. 



